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Marcus Garvey And The Back
Recent years have seen a resurgence of interest in modern black nationalist leaders such as Stokely Carmichael and Malcolm X. But what of the
ideological ...
Classical Black Nationalism: From the American Revolution to Marcus Garvey
Robert Parris Moses, a civil rights activist who endured beatings and jail while leading Black voter registration drives in the American South during
the 1960s and later helped improve minority ...
1960s civil rights activist Robert Moses has died
"What a brilliant, conscious, compassionately active human being," tweeted The Martin Luther King Jr. Center in response to Moses' death.
Robert Moses, civil rights activist and education advocate, has died at 86
On the occasion of the 129th birthday of the Emperor, I have selected one out of 101 extraordinary achievements he accomplished during his reign:
from Ras ...
101 Amazing Facts About the Life and works of Emperor Haile Selassie
Imagine a world where by law, humans are accepted as property- implying one human could be owned by the other, and where the rights of the
owned is in the hands of the owner.
Human trafficking: The crime that shames as all
One of your neighbors posted in Politics & Government. Click through to read what they have to say. (The views expressed in this post are the
author’s own.) ...
Pan Africanism attacked by pop-up groups and intellectuals
It is what Black Americans keep company with that a fearful and hateful America wants to erase. Our ancestors who built this country!
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The Company You Keep
Poverty has been fighting us for a long time and is one of our greatest enemies. This formidable opponent is the daily roundhouse kick to the gut for
many Jamaicans who have limited or no access to ...
Taking on the fight to end poverty
The West African giants’ nickname is one of the most emotive and memorable in African football Ghana’s Black Stars are one of the most iconic
national teams in the African continent. They’re ...
Why are Ghana called the Black Stars? – Goalpedia
Ahmir "Questlove" Thompson is coming out of the pandemic a changed man. The co-founder of The Roots and the music director for The Tonight
Show ...
For Questlove, The Pandemic Meant Embracing Quiet — And Buying A Farm
Soul, gospel, blues, jazz, R & B, funk, and rock. The music scene of the late sixties and early seventies was a zenith for these styles, and African
Americans were a vital part of it all. The sheer ...
‘Summer of Soul,’ a look back at the pulsating 1969 Harlem Cultural Festival
Commuters are struggling to get to work as taxi services start and stop, and buses are attacked. Another week of violence in the Cape Town minibus
taxi industry started on Monday with several shooting ...
Cape Town commuters left stranded and terrorised by minibus taxi war
Through interviews with artists and attendees, keen historical analysis and archival film beyond that of the festival, director Ahmir "Questlove"
Thompson has created a musically-charged social ...
‘Summer of Soul’ documentary pulsates with the creativity, energy and edge of Harlem life in 1969 | COMMENTARY
Columnist argues for Shreveport's Black middle class to take advantage of Build Back Better to bring those in poverty into a sustainable middle
class.
Versa Clark: How can Shreveport's Black middle class take advantage of Build Back Better?
In addition to buying a farm, he's making his directorial debut with a documentary about a 1969 concert series known as the "Black Woodstock." ...
Questlove On Slowing Down And Reviving The 'Summer Of Soul'
The documentary shines a spotlight on 1969's Harlem Cultural Festival, which functioned as a community catharsis and healing musical gumbo.
Questlove’s ‘Summer of Soul’ Looks Back at a Generation Caught Up in the Birth and High Octane Optimism of the Black Power
Movement
The site was just 100 miles south of Woodstock: New York’s Mount Morris Park (now Marcus Garvey Park). Seen by a relative few ... Questlove’s
seamless direction transports viewers back to an era that ...
Questlove Brings Mythical 'Summer of Soul' Back to Life
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And I think there’s no other way to look at it than to say that the networks were afraid of a show that was all Black artists,” said Robert Fyvolent, one
of the producers of a new documentary based on ...
“Summer of Soul” producers on battling Black erasure to make the film
Besides The Roots and their nightly gig on “The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon,” Ahmir “Questlove” Thompson has many other jobs.
Questlove on Black joy and bringing erased history back to life with 'Summer of Soul'
Now showing at the Ritzy is Summer of Soul, a documentary set in Harlem, New York, but with great relevance for Brixton. Simone Richardson went
to the outdoor launch … Cyndi, Laura, Roger and Claudia ...
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